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Quite Chacco at the beginning of a great carreer
135th Elite-Auction in Verden
Verden. Once again it is a show jumping horse who achieved the top price of the
Verden Elite-Auction. Quite Chacco was sold at 160,000 Euros in Olympic hands
and. For the most expensive foal, Fabulosa, 62,000 Euros were invested. The twoyear-old stallions, who rounded off the highly interesting offer like last year, had
their highlight with 39,000 Euros for the chestnut Quick Decision.

In the sold out Niedersachsenhalle, the auction quickly picked up speed. Top prices
were already paid for the first coveted talents. Nevertheless, it was only within the last
five horses that the decision in the race for the top price was made. The licensed
stallion Quite Chacco by Quaid/Chacco-Blue (breeder: Staj Mustang, Lucina/CZO,
exhibitor: Hannoveraner Verband, Verden), equipped with unlimited potential, sparked a
veritable firework of bids. The bay could hardly have hit it better: Champion rider Cian
O'Connor will take the power pack with him to Ireland for 160,000 Euros. Quite Chacco
will not travel alone to the Green Island. Convinced of the exceptional quality, the
successful show jumper and trainer bought three more promising Hanoverians at the
auction.

The Fürstenball/Windspiel As daughter Future of W (breeder and exhibitor: ZG Werth,
Moers) was no insider tip. The strong-moving, well-trained five-year-old has already
competed at the Bundeschampionate in Warendorf in the past two years. In the
Niedersachsenhalle, the Hanoverian premium candidate from the Rhineland was the
most expensive dressage horse to be purchased from a first-class breeding and training
stable in Sachsen-Anhalt for 125,000 Euros. With head number one, Best Of by
Bordeaux/Fürstenball (breeder: Zuchthof Neumann-Ullrich, Innermanzing/AUT, Ausst.:
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Heiko Klausing, Eydelstedt) opened the dance in the Niedersachsenhalle with a knock
down price of 80,000 Euros.

A total of 54 highly talented riding horses were sold for an average of 34,704 Euros. Ten
horses were sold for 50,000 Euros and more. International buyers secured around half
of the top-class collection. The largest group of buyers came from Spain with five
purchases. "We are very pleased that the majority of the young horses are coming into
stables that are successful on an international level in the dressage arena and in the
show jumping ring," auction manager Jörg-Wilhelm Wegener said. "In Verden breeding
and sport belong closely together".

After last year‘s positive experiences, 19 two-and-a-half year old stallions were
auctioned. Experts discovered a colourful chestnut with outstanding movements. Quick
Decision by Quaterhall/Rotspon (breeder and exhibitor: Blanka Heier, Armstorf) was
sold to a top trainer in Baden-Württemberg for 39,000 Euros, who has also already
gained Olympic medals. The representatives of the 2016 vintage found a new owner for
an average of 18,211 Euros. Their export quota was also around 50 percent.

The auction of the 38 foals began with a real bang. After a lively bidding duel, the first
foal, Fabulosa by For Romance/Depardieu (breeder and exhibitor: Alfred Melchers,
Nußloch), was auctioned off for 62,000 Euros. Hanover's hopeful offspring cost an
average of 9.945 Euros and was thus about 3,000 Euros above the result of the
previous year. International customers liked the youngest, more than half of them will
leave Germany.

The day before the auction, the Zuchtgemeinschaft Königs was honoured with the Hans
Joachim Köhler-price as the most successful exhibitor at Auctions of the previous
evaluation period. Eberhard and Bartholomäus Königs have been running an extremely
successful Hanoverian breeding yard with a focus on dressage at the Klosterhof
Bodenstein for many years. This year a foal and a riding horse from their breeding has
already entered the Niedersachsenhalle in Verden.
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Already in ten days the excellent quality in Verden finds an impressive continuation. The
collection of the stallion licensing (24th to 26th October) and the stallion sales (27th
October) was outstanding at the preselection and video dates.

Further information: www.hannoveraner.com

Caption: Top price Quite Chacco was sold to Ireland for 160,000 Euros (Photo:
Hanoverian Verband, Tammo Ernst)
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